
Invest in the mental health 
of your students.

$799 
Affordable for your 

school’s budget!

Mental and emotional stability are critical for student success.
info@tashaschuh.com  ●  (920) 710-1715

tashaschuh.com

WHY THE PATH CURRICULUM?

In 2014, National Speaker Tasha Schuh and her husband Doug received the 
tragic news that a close friend had lost her son to suicide. Logan was only 
14 years old. This came as a total shock and a wake-up call simultaneously.

The PATH Curriculum is Tasha and Doug’s pledge to generate awareness, 
foster compassion, and build resilience among youth.

Our nation is in the middle of a mental health crisis. The PATH Curriculum gives teachers tools to 
have important conversations with their students about mental health. We’ve created a six-lesson 
curriculum to be delivered by a teacher within grades 6-12. 
Teachers, counselors, and adults who serve adolescents will find that PATH provides a key component 
that is missing in education today. PATH’s approach helps students:

   find Purpose now

   understand Attitude’s influence on growth and learning

   choose a Team of trusted people for advocacy and support

   anticipate Hope for their futures

PATH deepens students’ understanding of mental health and suicide awareness, as it delivers a 
set of tools that can potentially serve them in every aspect of their lives.

A complete resource on mental health, 
suicide awareness, and social-emotional learning.



MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS
with the power of PATH

WHAT IS THE PATH CURRICULUM?

Developed by Tasha and her team of education and 
mental health professionals, the PATH curriculum 
delivers awareness, education and compassion 
directly in the school classroom.

This is achieved through:

   A unique blend of classroom interaction 
including the concept of self identification 
and healthy connection with others.

  Research-based content with CDC and 
NAMI endorsed materials.

   Tasha’s personalized Impact Videos and 
engaging YouTube links.

   Integrated learning approach with student-
centered activities and handouts.

   Self-report exit surveys with an awareness 
of how to ask for help (Downloadable or 
Google Classroom application).

   Ease in lesson plan delivery with attention 
to Block vs Skinny scheduling.

   Easy to follow scripts for teachers.

Be proactive. Don’t wait. Equip your students now 
with the tools to face life’s challenges.

Mental and emotional stability are critical for student success.
info@tashaschuh.com  ●  (920) 710-1715  ●  tashaschuh.com

Tasha would love to speak at your school! 
Tasha is a national speaker and is ready to come and deliver 
a powerful message of resiliency and hope to your students.


